Metro 2 Women
Minor Premier!
PREMIERS!

GF win after extra time in 1 v 1. Grange Royals 4 to NEHC 2
26 players used over the season, 18 of those playing enough games to qualify for finals.
13 wins, 4 games drawn, 1 game lost to NEHC Round 16
51 goals for, 8 against. Highest goal scorer – Annie Abbott (11)
The M2W formed an excellent mix of youth and experience in 2018. With M1W being
relegated at the end of the 2017 season, the M2W gained some of the youth that is
probably required to be real finals contenders in the M2 grade. A big thank you to all
players in the women’s side of the club that volunteered to play a lower grade in 2018 as
this made room for the influx of youth needed in M2 to finish minor premier and get the
club back in the M1 grade to better support our Premier League.
Thank you to Greg Abbott for his support, umpiring and coaching, he took on any role and
was always happy to lend a hand when he could be there. Thank you also to the lower grade
coaches/coordinators in Nadia/Che and Nicole. It felt like a very long season some weeks
and issues with player availability affected all of us. Kaz Martin was also a great support
throughout the season, doing the substitutions for us when we had a number of reserves.
We seemed to play with the bare 11 or 14. Early in the season we started games with 9 or 10
until players could come from M3 to help us out. We still managed to win or draw those
games in 30 degree plus temperatures. Thankfully, we managed to gather 15 players for the
Grand Final, and we needed all 15!
A few stand out performances for our season include our young ones – Annie Abbott,
Maddie Gear and Tia Dedman. These three will all feature permanently in a future Premier
League team soon. Annie has the ability to carve up any defence and it’s no surprise to any
of us she is our highest goal scorer. We teamed Maddie up with one of our most
experienced players (Susi Woods) early in the season to develop a midfield combination
where Maddie could build her confidence with the support of Susi behind her. We did the
same in our back half with Tia working in with Bri Murdoch and myself.
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Pria Sandercock also had an excellent season and her selection in the State Country team
meant we were without her for two games at the tight end of the season. Pria returned
for the last round, must win game against Adelaide to finish Minor Premier and played one
of her most dominant games. We were also lucky to have Jesse Edwards return from OS
part way through the season and Lorraine Walsh joined us from Premier League. Both
added to our overall skill and pace up-front.
Sophie Common also came part way through the season and officially joined the oldies
when she tore her calf muscle and spent the next 4 weeks at the physio.
Very special recognition to our goal keeper Annie Davies. Our goal difference was the
equal best in the league (with Adelaide), and it is mainly due to the number of goals we
concede rather than score. Our team has had the least number of goals against for the
last 3 seasons or more, (even when we have finished much lower on the table), and this due
to Annie’s goal keeping. For anyone that came to the Grand Final and saw Annie defend the
1 v 1, I’m sure you will agree that Annie is a cut above the rest and age is no barrier.
Kaye Chandler is a “club first” player and when numbers were very tight across the lower
grades she volunteered to play M3 as well as M2 under the 20-minute rule most weeks.
THEN, backed it up on Monday night in the Masters, (not to mention fitting in kid’s
hockey, kid’s football and umpiring commitments as well)!!
Joh joined us a few weeks in to the season after getting married and honeymooning in
Hawaii. Joh was a much-needed addition to the team being able to play where ever she was
required, but mostly through the middle.
The Ryan sisters (Sonia and Rachel) were the team entertainment! Rachel played a number
of games in Premier League before coming down to M2, however in the end didn’t play
enough games to qualify for finals. Sonia played some of her best hockey in the two finals
matches, and similar to Joh played mostly as a utility player.
Hannah Batts only played Sunday games due to work commitments and the scheduling
meant that she played the minimum 6 games required to play in the Grand Final. Hannah
was probably the only person happy with a Grand Final scheduled for 6:15pm on a Saturday!
While I reluctantly took on the coordination of this team, I am glad I did in the end. I
didn’t do a lot of coaching, I didn’t need to. There is a group of us that have played hockey
together off and on for more than 30 years. We lose our way on the field every so often
(after ½ time usually - evidenced by the grand final), but it never took much to get it back
together. Winning a premiership is obviously the best end to a season, but we actually
achieved more than that as a group which we can all be really proud of. We had so much
support from this great club at our Grand Final. Thank you for your support!!
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M3W report: 2018 Season
2018 saw Grange Royals Hockey Club take a punt on an ex Port Adelaide player and vocal
spectator, who doesn’t mind a froth, to be a coach of the M3W! Although I had experience
playing the game (depending on who you asked), some (namely my wife) were a little
sceptical of my ability to coach a team of mature women.
Here’s to hoping It wasn’t as bad as they may have initially thought?!
This year, it has been my absolute pleasure to coach the M3Ws team. I’ve been witness to a
group of resilient women; who, week in and week out, supported, guided and encouraged each
other to play the best hockey they could on any given day. From week to week the M3W
were challenged with new positions and players, not once skipping a beat, a true testament
to their ability to work cohesively as a group and their flexibility as players.
Over the course of the year there are a few highlights that I’d like to touch on and people
I’d like to thank.
Firstly, to all our players. Thankyou. To the players that came down to help out and the
players that came up to play 20-minute rule each week. Thankyou. Your willingness to always
put the clubs needs first is a testament to you as individuals and the culture that the club
has created over its long and proud history. Without such flexibility and dedication, our
team would not have been able to take to the pitch each week, let alone make it to the
finals! Thankyou.
This year saw the M3W work through a variety of challenges, including filling a team each
week, players travelling overseas for weddings and work or even dreaded injuries. However,
at the core of this team was a group of women that continued to display resilience and
determination. It was a pleasure to coach a team that wanted to work, learn and grow
together, regardless of the challenges they faced. Coaching seemed to be easy with people
such as Lesley, Kaz, Robbie and Purdy helping others to get into position, build positivity,
contribute to ½ time talks, use their voice and guide the team. But it wasn’t only these
three that stood up. Overall, on any given day, people rose to the occasion of leading the
team, either as captain, tackling hard, running back to defend or simply offering advice to
the younger players. I want to assure you this didn’t go unnoticed. This was indeed a team
effort. I cannot name any one person that stood out or did more than anyone else… It was
simply this, a group of awesome women that were capable of working, learning and growing
together, making us a brilliant team.
Lastly, to the team’s manager, Nadia. You deserve a medal! Your late-night emails, messages
and phone calls ensured we were able to fill a team, albeit just, each week. Thanks for being
an awesome manager and putting up with an extremely disorganised coach, who sat on the
couch whilst the “real work” was being done.
Now for the highlights!
Lesley and Robbie receiving green cards for politely asking questions and ‘helping’ the
umpires to do their jobs during our final! Their maturity and strength to lead from the back
was a massive credit to them both also.
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Seeing our junior players Lilly, Alice, and Lucy grow over the year as they became more
confident in their skills and ability to take the game on. It was one of my highlights ladies.
Super effort.
Nadia once informing me she was coming off (after she’d already walked to the sideline,
‘placed her stick’ in the dug-out and was sitting on the bench). Her ability to run all day and
score a few goals was alright too!
Kazz-Bar believing she would be right to play the week after her knee ‘niggle’.
Annie, the silent assassin, running the length of the wing and beating 3 players to give the
perfect pass into the centre.
Jane’s courage to not wear body armour each week even though she had a target on
‘EVERY’ part of her body!
Purdy’s goal keeping ability. Period.
Eimear’s willingness to change positions half way through the year and her cracking goal in
round 1.
Amy’s ability to run non-stop for 90 mins and still talk coherently at half time and after
the game.
Nikki’s strength on the ball, willingness to be a ‘pest’ to the opposition players and play
team roles. Always.
Kaye’s tomahawk that was better than her son’s and her ability to smash a ball into 7
pieces.
Liana…. What a legend! Let her skills and work-rate on the pitch do the talking. Nothing
though can beat that tan she returned with after her European vacation! (I was as jealous
as the ladies!)
20-minute Bec! What a legend! Played every game for our team under the 20minute rule
and was always eager to learn and then implement these skills into her game.
Jaki’s willingness to play any role at any time! Appreciate the support and strength you
bought to the team.
Ellen was another silent, smiling assassin within our team. Total team player and always
looked to give the perfect pass.
Anna ‘The falcon’ Falco! Always swooping in when the opposition players least expected it
and stealing the ball.
Thanks again Ladies, it really was a fantastic year!
Ché
#RazzleDazzle.
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Metro 4 Women 2018 Report
After winning the Premiership last year, we were promoted to Metro 4 and were looking
forward to the challenge! And a challenge it turned out to be. In an incredibly tight minor
round all the teams in the division were very close on points leading into the finals. For us,
it was a case of so near yet so far. We were able to mix it with the best! During the
season, we lost to the minor Premiers Forestville 1-0 in a hard fought match and lost to
Premiers Port 1-0 with a lucky goal scored by them in the final minutes of the game.
Unfortunately, injury took its toll on the team this year and we had to call on lots of fill-in
players to field a team. We certainly appreciated the expertise of our experienced players
and the young legs of our Juniors to maintain the balance of the team. We ended up with 2
wins-11 losses-3 draws Position 10/11.
Even though there were challenges this year, we continue to work well as a team and always
look to improve. The junior members have shown great improvement in skills and strategy
(that includes you too Bec!) It’s a pleasure to work with such a great bunch of girls.
A huge thank you to Nicole who, as our Team manager, organised us superbly this year.
Thanks also to Wendi our Captain who lead us on the field and helped me out with strategyand for her continued enthusiasm.
Our awesome team:
• Anna-Maria our expert goal-keeper who succumbed to injury half way through the
season but is back better than ever!
• Viv came back from a visit to Ireland to help out in goals. Thanks Viv for an awesome
job!
• Kim at full back always reliable. That hasn’t changed.
• Lidia had a stellar season!
• Margy at half back is still learning new tricks and had a blinder this year.
• Wendi our centre half and Captain always worries the opposition, even when she has
the flu.
• Jaki at left half was doing well until she decided to strain her hamstring for something
entirely different this year!
• Nicole winger and goal sneak! Stepped it up this year adding to her skills and continued
to entertain us on and off the field.
• Bec showed a huge improvement in her skills and confidence this year. She was able to
adapt to any forward position, chasing hard and creating opportunities in the circle.
• Issy at left mid-field until she hurt her foot and wasn’t able to play for the rest of the
season.
• Claire started well in her second season until back trouble kept her out too.
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• Grace either forward or half back showed great improvement again this year.
• Ruby helped out at wing and in goals and showed us her improved stick and passing
skills.
• Lucy filled in capably at right mid-field and is one of our star juniors.
• Marni the youngest member of the team showed great tenacity and, as a rising star, is
one to watch!
Kaz, Annie, Purdy, Robyn, Anne, Jodie, Allie and Liana all helped out at some stage in the
season when we were struggling with injuries and were available as 20-minute rule players
or were able to play for us. The experience and on-field support were invaluable. Thanks!
Thank you to all the supporters for coming out and supporting us and also to Jordan
Chandler for umpiring so capably for us.
We’re looking forward to a great 2019.
Bruce Murrie.
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M5M 2018 Review
Another season comes to a close and it really does feel like yesterday that we came
together for our first game of the season
After initially working through a squad of 18 players we had several pull out prior to the
start of the season and then lost 3 more not too long after that which threw a curve ball
into the team balance and structure. Probably biggest of those losses was that of David
Aird who was the meat in a 3-player collision that put him out for the season due to
concussion protocol issues. Hopefully we get to see Dave back on the field in 2019.
Luckily, we had Gary Silby to slot into the backline and later in the season Alex
Christensen returned to the M5M fold part way through the season after overcoming his
own injury issues.
Our regular band of brothers returned to the pitch once again in 2018 and a big thanks to
them all in no specific order, Neil “Mr Theatre” Bouchier, Gary “Baggy” Bagshaw, Phil
“Thruster” Marshall, Roman Krawkowski, James “Horse” Parry, James “JT” Trenerry,
James “Jimmy” Clifford and Duncan Symons. Not to mention Dean Bannister, Chris Fisher,
Willem Daniel and Gary & Campbell Fielke who chipped in for a few appearances
We welcomed 4 new players into our fold this year, Daniel Cook, Colin Hawkins, Mathew
“Golum” Hodgman & Cooper Silby and we look forward to having them return to the team
in 2019
Our season was highlighted by frustrating narrow losses and in particular 2 losses to
Adelaide Uni 5-4 plus a 1 nil loss to Uni SA in the last 2 minutes of the game. This
reflects in our overall goal difference of minus 12 for the whole year which really showed
how competitive we were but just couldn’t get those goals when needed.
Whilst the year did not pan out as we had expected it was highlighted by some great team
efforts which included a win late in the season over Adelaide Uni 1-0, which secured our
spot in the M5 grade for next season. Even though we had our losses during the year, our
round 15 game against Port stands out for me where we were down 6-1 at half time and
yet played one of our best halves of the year to outscore them 2-0 in the second half.
Even though we went down 6-3 it was the way we fought back and really rattled Port that
showed how well we could play and the belief we had in each other. Port had in excess of
20 shots on goal that day and a superb effort by James Clifford in goals really proved an
inspiration to the rest of the team
Once again, we had a great bunch who took to the pitch every week and not only played
well but had a great time doing it with plenty of laughs along the way. I’m not too sure of
how opposition teams took us as we always seemed to be having a laugh at half time, and
not just because of Gary Silby’s addresses, but also during the game.
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Having such a great team makes my job as team manager so much easier each week in
getting the group organised for games plus umpiring the U15 girls’ games. Thanks to Gary
Silby for his “inspirational” half time talks, coaching tips and taking over the reins when I
was absent although crediting goals to Horse when he didn’t actually score them probably
didn’t win him too many points with JT & Phil…….
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It was the season that almost was…..
After a disappointing end to 2017 where the Grange Royals Masters Men’s side finished
fourth by being knocked out of the first round of the finals, we knew that we needed a
mental edge over our opponents.
This began at the start of the year, where coach Peter Rankin and manager Neil Bradley
took the side to the Gold Coast for a camp which focused on our mental ability to break
through the pain barrier and overcome all obstacles.
Many of these obstacles which we needed to remove from our psyche included:
• David Billows understanding that there is more than one place on the field than on
the post, waiting for an obviously oncoming goal, but to then cherry pick it and claim
it as his own.
• Michael Fraser recognising that being injured one time during a season is enough, and
doing it more than once is selfish.
• Neil Boucher being informed that a helmet, while being outstanding for one’s safety,
is not a fashion statement.
• Greg Abbot – We get it, you’re a good player, even great. But mate let someone else
score a goal. The bloke got 14 goals in 8 games!
• Brenton Perkins realising that team talks are not his strength and the club should
spend more money on developing players, than hiring a translator to break down what
words we believe he tried to put together.
The camp was tough, brutal and included certain moments which we as a team would
rather forget. At one stage we were blindfolded in a bus while the Port Adelaide Magpies
team song was put on repeat.
Players were tied naked to trees, while obscenities were yelled at them by current
players.
These included:
•
Nathan Burgess to Jarrod Walsh – No one listens to the radio!
•
Berkley Wolthers to Neil Bradley – You have two first names!
•
Brenton Perkins to Leigh Perkins – My Dad had sex with your Mum!
Returning from the camp faster than Peter Rankin asks, and in turn pockets match fees,
we as a team felt like we were ready to go. We were ready to go a few steps further. We
just needed a few tweaks.
Undefeated since May 7, we demolished the weaker sides, and held our own with the
higher ranked teams which included many double figure victories and hard-fought results.
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A highlight included not only defeating Port Adelaide during the regular season, but also in
the first final. Sure, their leading goal scorer (44 goals individually) was out injured, but he
in fact injured himself in a game against us, so we feel we contributed to his down fall.
We eventually bowed out in the Preliminary final to eventual Premiers Adelaide Uni, but we
have a very solid base to work on with a strong mix of senior experience, youth, speed and
the potential to sign some more players: Ginman, Parkinson, Edwards, we are looking at you!
It’s onwards and upwards for the Masters!!
Now, if someone could please untie me from this tree. Pete, please put your clothes back on!
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With the recruitment of two new players and another couple dragged out of retirement,
Grange Royals was able to field a women’s masters team for the first time in years ………..
and boy did we have fun!
Our enjoyment of the game and time spent together transpired into a cohesive team.
With 9 wins, 4 draws and 3 losses we finished runners up for the 2018 season.
The team:
- Super star goalkeepers Purdy and Annie D - who between them let in only 8 goals.
- Robbie was ever reliable in defence and even made a cameo in the forward line when
numbers were low.
- Lesley provided wonderful leadership and strength both on and off the field.
- Alison delivered first class hockey consistently all season regardless of her position on
the field.
- Annie F joined us for the first time this season and her calm head in defence was
invaluable.
- Kaz’s enthusiasm and energy on and off the field was contagious and her presence
really lifted the group at times. Unfortunately, her season was cut short due to
injury.
- Jaki is a strong defender and could be relied upon to shut down an opposition’s attack.
Thank you for moving out of your comfort zone and into the forward line when
numbers were low.
- Kerrie came out of retirement to play this season but unfortunately due to injury was
forced to call it a day after the first 3 games.
- Kaye is our general. She holds the centre of the pitch and controls the game like an
expert. She leads by example and her communication and encouragement on the field
is a driving force.
- It was awesome to have Belinda back in the maroon and white. She is skilful, calm over
the ball and her dedication to the team was proven when she played the night after
running a full marathon so the team wasn’t left short.
- Nadia worked consistently hard in the midfield. Her speed and go-go-gadget arms
were rarely matched in the comp.
- It was Catherine’s first season at Grange Royals and despite her quiet preference for
defence, played the majority of the season on the forward line where she scored a
handy 4 goals.
- At right wing, Nicole’s determination and grit in front of goals paid off and she was
our top scorer for the season with 9 goals. A massive thank you for making your goal
keeping debut so we were not left short.
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Amy’s speed was unmatched in the competition and became our secret weapon. She
scored 5 goals in 10 games.
Kim Pena’s goal scoring ability from anywhere in the circle is genius. She bagged a
hat-trick in the second to last game taking her tally to an impressive 6 goals in 8
games.
Shout out to Margy, Lidia, Wendi, Briony and Viv who came out for a run when we were
short.
Thank you for a fun season, it was a blast. The team had such great comradery which
made the game we all love to play even more enjoyable.

Jane Kaesler.
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Under 18A Boys report
We fielded 23 players over the 15-game season with a mixture of U18 & U15 boys and girls.
Without the assistance of these players we would have struggled for numbers on a weekly
basis. The U15s that filled in not only helped out but strengthened our team and played
some very good hockey which shows the exciting talent coming through our junior system.
On paper, I believed we had the strongest team in the competition with experienced PL
players and a strong junior contingency, however we faced many challenges in achieving our
season goals. As mentioned, we had 23 players line up this year which shows that it was
hard to have a consistent team each week. Along with injuries and playing consistently good
hockey we also struggled with our on-field discipline resulting in losses due to a lack of
numbers on the field. We addressed this each week and I firmly believe that as the season
went on I saw an improvement in the player’s attitude and mindset. Our on field playing
ability cannot be questioned as when we were on, we were on - beating the minor premiers
and also pinching a draw off them.
Despite being unable to make the finals, it was exciting to see the players take on board
what was asked and improve as the season went on. Under the leadership of Dylan Aird, we
had a strong midfield presence which allowed Paxton Silby to break lines and score many
crucial game winning goals. Down back at times it was like a brick wall with Bryley Dedman
picking off anyone who to tried to enter the circle. To Bryley’s side we had Jordan
Chandler who is eligible for U15s but played for us each week and played high level,
impressive, overlapping hockey. In the net we had Willem Daniel who kept us in the game on
many occasions. A shining light for our team was the addition of the girls, Justice Ebert
and Amy Wilsdon who not only showed the opposition boys how it’s done but their attitude,
no matter what the circumstances was second to none. A healthy addition to our team
after a year off was Will Hargrave who had a solid offseason and showed his strength,
speed and skill all over the pitch. Harry Abbott was the utility we needed and was also
receptive to what was asked for each role he played. Harry Prider caused major headaches
for the opposition when he turned it on and also played a variety of roles. Up front we had
David Phillis and Angus Heath who scored some cracking goals between them. With key
players out, Isaac Dedman stepped up to the plate and impressed with his ball carrying
speed through the midfield. James Smith returned from a knee injury to play a few games
for us and showed that we missed his skill whilst on the sidelines. Cooper Silby improved
his tackling composure and on ball distribution immensely as the season went on. Prior to
injury we had Jacob Pretty-Williams playing up forward and doubling up down back when
required too.
A talented group of young men and women who I wish all the best in their hockey futures.
2018, the season of what could have been…
Cuffy
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This season was a big step forward for the under 15 boys. It was their first year in this
age group, with the majority of our team still eligible for under 13s. Our numbers at the
beginning of the year looked short. They were boosted by the addition of three players.
Isaac Anderson joined us on loan from Port after they were unable to field an under 15
side. The other two players were the brothers Harrison Williams and Lucas Williams.
Harrison came down from Burra and impressed the team immediately. Lucas, being the
younger brother, was driving down only to watch Harrison play. After a few weeks of
having a hit before the game, Lucas was asked to join the team and with that our numbers
were set. The three new players slotted seamlessly in with the rest of the team who have
played together for a number of years now. As coach, the goal was to be premiers at the
end of the season, with a secondary goal of using team work instead of individual brilliance
to get there.
There are two big differences between the under 14 competition of last year and the
under 15 competition of this year. They are structure and physical size. There was no way
to be larger than our opponents, but we could make sure we did not back down when up
against them. This was a defining trait of the team. Not one of our players was pushed off
the ball or intimidated away from a contest. The captain of the team, Tom Edwards, led
the way with his physicality on the field. It was the first year that we did not rotate the
captaincy and Tom took on the role full time. His leadership skills were always apparent,
but to see a player so young take on the responsibility of captaincy with so much
enthusiasm was impressive. The added pressure did not weigh down Tom, it lifted his
performance on and off the field.
Our first game of the year resulted in loss. The opposition out-numbered us and
introduced us to the under 15 standard. After the game I thought that the year would
consist primarily of developing the players and that finals were out of reach. Then after
only a handful of weeks the improvement started to kick in. The players were building
confidence every week, and this was largely thanks to the healthy numbers we were
getting at training. I was able to run specific drills and work on positioning and structure
which was immensely helpful. The improvement was most obviously seen in the regular halfbacks, Callum Altmann and Elijah Ponte. Both Callum and Elijah were capable defenders but
during the season they developed into dynamic attacking players. They learnt that they
had multiple options when they had the ball and that they could be creative. It was very
rewarding to see them take on the game and not just let the game come to them.
Our defence had to deal with pressure from the opposition that they had not faced in
previous years. It did not take long for the players to step up. Elijah and Callum were
strong in defence and Tom played his role as sweeper with skill and composure. Our
defence started with our goal-keeper, Bill Sinclair, who has shown significant improvement
over the last three years. Bill made many crucial saves in the season, including during our
preliminary final when the game was on the line.
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He also started to talk more which became important for our defensive effort. Helping Bill
in the backline was the team fullback, Josh Gurr. Many of our opponents played with high
strikers so it was important to have a defender that could be relied on to make difficult
traps under pressure. Josh filled this role and started to talk to his team mates and
organise the defence. It was very impressive to see the defenders talk to each other and
this was a major factor in our success. Our defenders also improved in linking up with our
midfield, resulting in a cohesive unit that was able to get the ball out of our defence on a
regular occasion.
The midfield has been a strong part of our team for a number of years. The players in there
have had enormous skill for some time, but it was the evolution into passing players that
made the difference this year. Griffin Wolthers brought an intensity to our games that was
unmatched. His passion for the game showed in his performances and his eagerness to learn.
Griff has the ability to take on any player in the competition in a one-on-one situation. It
was when Griff started passing to his team-mates more regularly that his game elevated to
dominating performances. It enabled Griff to score five goals from the midfield which is a
valiant effort. Joining Griff in the midfield was Campbell Fielke. Our regular state
representative, Campbell put up another dominant season. Seeing Campbell learn how to use
space to his advantage was a dramatic improvement and his use of the ball was superb all
year. Harrison Williams played in the middle of the midfield all year. He consistently linked
up with his team mates and could not have put in any more for the team. Harrison could be
counted on to shut down the strongest players in the opposition each week. Our final
midfielder only played five games during the regular season but was the star of our finals
campaign. Jordan Chandler played chiefly for the under 18s and played just enough games
with the under 15s to qualify for finals. Jordan’s dominance at this age level is unquestioned.
It was most impressive when he started to rely on his team mates and play a secondary role
in the team. The opposition would often tag Jordan, so it was important for him to play
smart and not to try and take on eleven players every time he got the ball. This is what he
did, which was especially effective in the finals.
Our striker line was our youngest part of the team this year. Lucas Williams and Isaac
Anderson were both eleven during the season and both had a great year. The pressure they
put on the opposition was an important factor in our success. Isaac and Lucas are both
natural goal scorers and scored nine goals between them. Oliver Rees was our stable winger
this year. He could be counted on to put pressure on the opposition and to always get onto
the back post. This resulted in the goal that broke the deadlock in the Preliminary final. The
ball was crossed into the circle, bouncing, and moving at pace. Ollie, ever in the right
position, hit the ball over the goalie and into the top corner.
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A culmination of years of practice and training. Brayden Warner is the final player of the
team. It is difficult to put Brayden in with the other defenders, midfielders, and strikers.
This is because Brayden played all of those roles throughout the year. He even filled in as
goalie when Bill couldn’t play. Brayden became a player that strengthened wherever he found
himself. His versatility was his strength, and this made Brayden a very valuable player.
We finished fourth at the end of the regular season. We won our first final 5-0 and the
second final 3-0. In the grand final we were up against a very strong and much older
Adelaide team. They came out hard against us and we were three goals down at half time. In
a spectacular demonstration of character, the team scored three unanswered goals to be
draw the game. We went into golden-goal extra time with the momentum with us. With two
minutes to go we got unlucky. The ball found a foot in our defensive circle and Adelaide
converted the short-corner. That’s how our season ended, with a heartbreaking defeat. I
was proud of every single one of the players. They could not have tried any harder or put in
any more of an effort. The support we had on the night was incredible. Dozens of people
from the club were out to show their support. It has become a hallmark of our junior
program to have parents that go above and beyond in support for the club. This is best
exemplified by the four or five parents that would have a hit with the players before games
and trainings. A great family atmosphere exists around all the junior teams. A feat that
many sports clubs would be envious of.
I had three pillars of support this year. Our junior coordinator, Kaye Chandler, was on top of
any issue we had as a team. The season ran smoothly which is a great testament to Kaye and
her efforts this year. Berkley Wolthers was the unofficial assistant coach for the year. I
was not able to make every game or training, but I needed not to worry because Berkley was
able to take over. Berkley also took players aside to give them one on one coaching and
always had a valuable point during the half time speeches. Having another person who I could
rely on to coach the team made my job a lot less stressful. Our team manager this year
Alison Gurr. It was Alison’s second year as manager and she went above and beyond the
expectations. I was able to focus entirely on coaching while Alison rounded up the team each
week and kept them up to date. Alison also helped to keep the kids inline and made sure they
had oranges and lollies for each game. A manager that keeps the job of a coach to just
coaching is often under appreciated. I hope that Alison knows how much the team and I
appreciate her efforts.
Our goal this year was to win a premiership, with a secondary goal of using teamwork and not
individual brilliance to win.
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We could not have been closer in our first goal. We definitely achieved our secondary goal.
An exceptional group of players are coming through our junior program. It is only a matter
of time until the players mentioned in this report are knocking down the door of our premier
league team.
Best & Fairest – Harrison Williams
Coaches Award – Joshua Gurr
Highest Goal Scorer – Jordan Chandler (10)

Jesse Pattison-White
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